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The predictable nature of transiton radiation (TR) emissions has been demonstrated 

under a wide variety of experimental conditions. The reliable character of TR allows the design 

of specific practical applications that use emissions from the optical to the x-ray spectral 

regions. Applications often can be enhanced by the spatial coherence of TR, and some have 

become highly developed. New applications may be develped through the use of other related 

radiation mechanisms. 
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When a relativistic charged particle crosses a dielectric boundary transition radiation 

(TR) is emitted into forward and backward (or reflected) narrow cones . 1 , 2 , 3 TR has value for 

a wide range of applications because the radiation is extremely broad band (from below the 

visible to above x-ray energies) and is a relatively efficient photon source, even for particle 

speeds that are only mildly relativistic. Examples of applications range from coherent optical 

TR in electron beam diagnostics to the design of high-flux x-ray s o u r c e s . 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 

These applications often can be enhanced in a predictable fashion by exploiting the 

inherent spatial coherence of TR. For example, the emission distributions from multi-foil 

radiators display interference patterns that can be highly sensitive to experimental parameters 

such as the electron beam energy or smittance.4 These interference effects have been described 

accurately by simplified versions of the theory of TR under a wide variety of experimental 

conditions. 4 , 5 , 8 

The reliable character of TR distributions allows the design of highly specific 

experiments. This predictability and the basic nature of TR can be understood in terms of three 

simple concepts: the "virtual photons" associated with charges in motion,9 the idea of a 

"formation length" for photon emission, and the Lorentz contraction and Doppter shift commonly 

associated with relativistic processes. Because of their usefulness for understanding TR 

phenonema (and, incidentally, numerous other radiation mechanisms), these concepts will be 

described briefly below. 

The "virtual photon" spectrum of an energetic charged particle is the Fourier spectrum 

of the coulomb field of the charge. That is, virtual photons represent the frequency content of the 

time-dependent coulomb field associated with a charge as it passes by some given point of 

"measurement". The virtual photon spectrum of a moving charge can be written as: 9 

dN/doi - (o/7cco)ln(AY), (1) 

where N is the number of photons, o> is the photon angular frequency, a is the fine structure 
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constant (a -1/137), y is the relativistic energy parameter (y - (total energy)/(rest mass)), 

and A is a constant of order unity. This distribution has a low intensity (because of the factor of 

a), but has constant energy density for all photon energies up to the particle kinetic energy 

(where it is artificially terminated). Further study of the virtual photon distribution reveals 

that photons with frequency u will be "found" within a transverse distance b w of the charge, 

where b w is given by b w - Yfc/2* (where \ is the photon wavelength). Virtual photons can be 

said to have transverse spatial coherence over distances of order b u 

The second concept, the "formation length* is a measure of the distance that a charge 

must travel in order to radiate a photon by some-given mechanism. For TR, the formation length . 

also may be thought of as the distance over which a charge travels while an accompanying photon 

travels a distance which differs by one-half wavelength (see Fig. 1). For a charge traveling 

through a medium with dielectric constant c(u) and refractive index n(o>)« <lt(a), and with 

relatfvisUc speed p = Vi - i /y 2 , the formation length Z may be written as: 

Z - (X/2)/(l-l/np>. (2) 

For relativistic particle energies, this formula often gives formations lengths that are 

decades greater than the wavelength of interest. These long formation lengths Indicate a delicate 

and predictable phase relationship between the charge and a radiated photon, because the photon 

emission takes place over relatively long distances. This precise phase relationship is the basis 

of the spatial (longitudinal) coherence properties of TR. 

The two concepts described above can be used to give a fairly complete picture of TR 

emission distributions. The formation length is simply the minimum amount of material 

required at an interface in order for efficient emission to occur: the emission occurs as the 

charge travels one formation length into the new medium. The phase of the emitted photon is 

spatially correlated to the positions of both the interface and the charge. As the charge crosses an 
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interface, it radiates its entire virtual photon spectrum (at least for those frequencies for which 

there is a formation length of material at the interface). Thus, the spectral density of virtual 

photons in Eq. (1) is nearly identical to angle-integrated formulas for single-interface TR 

spectral densities. 1 0 

The form of TR angular distributions can be explained by symmetry arguments and by 

the transverse coherence of virtual photons. The dielectric boundary presents a longitudinal 

perturbation to the moving charge. Since longitudinal perturbations of motion tend to generate 

radiation patterns with "zeros" in the longitudinal direction, TR can be expected to have an 

on-axis minima in its angular distributions. Furthermore, since the photons are radiated with 

transverse coherence distances of order b w , the photons can be expected to be radiated into a cone 

with angular width 49 - ^(20,,,). Substitution of the form given above for b w gives a cons angle 

48 « l/y (within factors of st), independent of frequency. For TR, the arguments above correctly 

suggest that the angular distribution would be a "hollow" cone with a half-angle of 1/y. 

The third concept that desribes the behavior of relativists radiation processes is the 

severe contraction of characteristic lengths of the radiating system. The contraction can be 

severe because it consists of the Lorentz contraction with a subsequent Doppler shift. The net 

effect of these contractions is to give a wavelength X - LSy 2 in the forward direction. For photons 

emitted at an angle 9, a better desription of the contracted wavelength is given by: 

x-iuzfw+fti1) 
(3) 

The factor of y 2 meats that, with relativists charged particles, macroscopic periodic 

structures can be designed to coherently radiate photons with microscopic wavelengths. For 

example, with 50 MeV electrons, structures with cm spacings will tend to radiate photons with 

sub-nm (optical) wavelengths. As long as the particle's motion is not severely disturbed, the 
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spatial coherence that is established at each radiating element (or interface) will be maintained 

as the particle passes through the entire structure. Thus, the electric field amplitudes radiated 

by the entire structure can add coherently. This behavior leads to interference effects whereby 

the emission distributions from multi-element radiators are drastically altered, compared to 

those from a single interface. 4 , 5 , 8 This effect is apparent even for the photons generated at the 

two surfaces of a single foil . 1 1 

The concepts described above can be used to design experiments with TR that address a 

wide variety of practical applications. The design for particular applications can be expressed in 

terms of three basic experimental components: the incident electron beam, the foil target or 

radiator structure, and the radiated photon beam, with associated diagnostics (see Fig. 2). If any 

two of these components are weN understood, then the experiment can be used to study some 

aspect of the third. 

For example, if the system includes of a two-foil radiator (where the foils are 

transparent and have a known complex dielectric constant) and well-characterized diagnostics to 

measure optical TR, then the system can be used to diagnose relativistic electron beams. This is 

perhaps the most fully developed application of TR . 4 - 5 Optical TR'systems have been designed 

that can measure the electron beam transverse profile, the beam energy, and the omittance of 

beams with energies from 20 to 100 MeV. The biggest disadvantages of this technique are that 

the foils may represent a significant disturbance to the electron beam and that the foils may not 

survive in high-current electron beams. At the same time, this technique is highly efficient in 

terms of the quantity and quality of data that can be retrieved in an experiment. This is 

especially true of the omittance data, which is extremely difficult to obtain with conventional 

techniques. 

The beam omittance can be determined accurately from the interference patterns that 

result when TR from two spatially separated surfaces are superimposed in an appropriate 

manner.5 Here, the spatial and angular distributions of the electron beam affect the character of 

the recorded interference patterns. Calculations then can be used to model the system and infer 
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the beam emittance by matching the TR interference patterns. 

A different set of applications become available when a known electron beam is incident 

on multiple-foil radiators, where the electron beam energy and foil parameters are chosen so 

that the system acts as an efficient photon source. One application that our own experiments 

have explored is to use electron beams with energies in the 25- to 100-MeV range and 

multiple-foil radiators as an intense soft x-ray source. The simplest sources of this type 

generate bands of soft x rays (with - 50% bandwidth) with energies in the 0.1 - to 5.C-keV 

regions. 1 2 The band of x-ray energies radiated by the source can be "tuned" with choice of foil 

thicknesses and electron beam energy. These sources often can bf. fairly efficient, generating 

tens of joules of x rays per coulomb of incident electrons. With nominal operation of the LLNL 

linac, sources of this type have generated 3 mW c.w. of soft x rays, with peak powers exceeding 

300W (because of the short pulses generated by the accelerator). Under these conditions, we 

have succeeded in demonstrating soft x-ray lithography13, and have measured single x-ray 

pulses with relatively insensitive high-bandwidth x-ray detectors. Sources of this type can be 

advantageous for a variety of experimental situations. 

Another type of application arises when the experiment includes a known incident 

electron beam and well-characterized diagnostics for measuring emitted radiation, with some 

aspect of the radiating target remaining to be specified. In this case, the experiment can be used 

to study different characteristics of the target. The emitted radiation distributions are sensitive 

to both the dielectric constants (or photon scattering cross sections) of the target material, as 

well as gross structural features of the material. For low-density foams, data already has been 

published demonstrating that TR spectra can be interpreted in terms of the foam ceil diameter 

and cell wall thickness.'14 Our own experiments have recorded similar preliminary data for 

low-density reticulated structures. Here, the spectra and angular distributions refect the 

"strut" diameter and typical separation for the particular material. 

In a similar fashion, the TR interference patterns from multi-foil radiators and 

spectrally-resolved diagnostics can be used to infer frequency-dependent dielectric constants of 
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materials in the x-ray spectral reg ion . 1 5 > 1 6 Data of this type can complement similar data 

being recorded at synchrotron facilities with different techniques. The advantage of this 

technique is that absolute photon intensitites need not be measured, as the dielectric contants are 

inferred from the qualitative angular distributions. This technique represents a direct 

measurement of e(o), and the data can be very specific in multiple-foil radiators where the 

interference patterns become highly distinctive. 

Further development of the applications mentioned above go hand in hand with 

improvements in electron beam technology: as the quality of beams improves, the applications 

can become more specific and better defined. For these situations, improved beam quality means 

lower emittance or reduced beam divergence for given beam diameters. TR can contribute to 

these improvements by providing specific and well defined diagnostics. 

For transition x-ray sources, improved electron beams would allow the development of 

narrow-band tuneable sources. Our experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of this 

technology. These sources consist of closely spaced multple-foil radiators whose emission 

distributions are strongly affected by interference effects. Figure 3 shows an example of the 

emission distribution from one such source. The source consists of a target with 6 0.5-um thick 

boron nitride (B 5 N) foils exposed to a beam of 100-MeV electrons. The energies of the emitted 

x rays correlate with the angles of emission; and, for a given angle of emission, the x-ray 

spectral width can be less than 10%. Changing the selected angle of emision can be used to select 

the desired x-ray energy {lower x-ray energies are emitted at larger angles). The output can be 

tuned further by varying the incident electron energy. Sources of this type could address the 

spectral region from 0.1 to 5 keV, using electron energies from 25 to 150 MeV. 

One of the most exciting directions for new developments in this area of technology is 

with other closely-related radiation mechanisms. To see this, note that the concepts of virtual 

photons, formation lengths, and relativists contraction describe not only TR, but also can be 

applied to a large number of other radiation mechanisms, including Cherenkov radiation, 1 7 
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bremsstrahlung, synchrotron radiation, diffraction radiation, and channeling radiation. 

Following the TR examples, further applications using these other radiation mechanisms may be 

feasible, although the required electron energies or radiated photon energies may be different. 

The range of conceivable applications include such ideas as solid-state short-wavelength 

F E L ' s , 1 8 ' 1 9 , 2 ° or Intense, coherent y-ray sources, or coherent x-ray sources capable of 

holographic imaging of biological microstructures. In view of the exciting nature of some of the 

possible applications, research with TR and coherent photon generation mechanisms in general 

might have a bright future indeed. 

This work was performed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under the 

auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

Figure 1 Here, the formation length Z is described in terms of different path lengths travaled.by 

an electron and a co-propagating photon. During lime x the electron ..avels distance Z, while the 

photon travels a distance D that is greater by one-half wavelength. During this time, energy 

transfer can occur between the two different particles. 

Fioure 2 A TR experiment can be desribed in terms of three basic components: the electron 

beam, the target or radiator, and the radiated photon beam with associated diagnostics. Accurate 

specification of a>iy two of the components allows the experiment to study some aspect of the 

third component. 

Figure 3 This contour plot shows the angular dispersion of x-ray energies for a specific set of 

experimental conditions. The intensity contours are plotted with increments of .015 

photons/elect.-ster.-eV. The contours are analagous to Fabrey-Perot optical fringes. For any 

continuous contour lower x-ray energies are radiated at larger angles. For any given angle, 

energy definition is better than 10%. 
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